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Abstract 
Semantic Link Network plays an important role in representing and understanding text.  This paper investigates the influence 
of semantic links on the basic abilities of a type of QA system that extracts answers from a range of texts (answer range). 
Research concerns how semantic links influence the answer range and the performance of this type of QA system.  Research 
also concerns the ability to answering different types of questions and supporting different patterns of answering questions. 
Based on the semantic link network extracted from Wikipedia, an experimental QA system is developed to answer questions 
according to a range of pages in Wikipedia. Research reached the following results: (1) the answer range and the semantic 
link network influence each other: keeping a certain range of performance, increase one can decrease the request of the 
other; and, (2) the semantic link network can enhance the ability of QA system in answering questions and supporting 
patterns of answering questions covered by semantic link network. 
 
Keywords: Question answering system; performance of question answering system; Semantic Link Network 
1. Introduction 
Question answering (QA) system is an advanced information service that inputs question in form of natural 
language and then outputs answer in response to the question in the same language.  
One type of QA system extracts answers from a collection of texts. The performance of this type of QA 
system is mainly influenced by the following two factors:  
The first is the scale of answer range from which a QA system extracts answers. Intuitively, a bigger range 
of texts provides more potential answers. Some QA systems set answer range on a certain domain to provide 
specialized question answering [16]. And some QA systems manage to provide domain-free question answering 
by collecting a large number of texts, such as Watson (https://www.ibm.com/watson/, integrating corpus-based 
language processing, QA experience, search the evidence to support answer, and machine learning) and Webclo-
pedia [18].  
The second is the extent of understanding text. A deeper understanding enables this type of QA system to 
extract more answers. One indicator of deeper understanding is knowing more semantic objects and semantic 
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links within text. Some external knowledge base can help identify semantic objects and establish semantic link 
within texts [24, 28]. Semantic link network is a self-organized semantic model that can describe and store 
semantic objects and semantic links within texts. It can semantically link various resources and carry out rea-
soning on semantic links [44, 45, 46, 55]. Semantic Link Network can support different abilities of QA system 
with the types of semantic links. For example, the semantic link on category can help a QA system answer 
questions on definition because a definition often uses super-category or subcategory of a semantic object; the 
semantic link on cause-effect relation can help answer questions on reasoning [52]; the semantic link on position 
or direction can help answer where questions; the semantic link on analogy between objects can help answer 
questions on metaphor; semantic links on time, space, or process support answering details about reason or 
procedure questions.  
Previous works seldom analyze the influences of the scales of answer range and types of semantic links on 
the performance of QA system. 
    One type of semantic link is the semantic link on category which reflects a way to organize and manage 
objects. There are three types of semantic link on category: subcategory link, is-part-of link and instance link, 
which influence QA system on the following aspects.  
1. They can influence the range of texts from which a QA system searches answers.  A QA system that holds 
more categories and instances is likely to extract more answers from a certain range of text. But a QA 
system can only process a small range of texts if it “knows” only a small number of categories and in-
stances. 
2. Some types of questions can be answered by these links. For example, they can help answer the questions 
about concept or specialized/generalized concept as people tend to build a concept through its subcatego-
ries, super-categories, instances, parts and whole.  
3. They can support a part of the patterns of answering questions. A pattern is the generalization of a set of 
answers to a question.  For a question, different answers may be obtained according to different patterns. 
For example, for a question “what is data mining?”, the answer “data mining is a research field of com-
puter science.” is obtained by syntactically replacing the interrogative “what” with a certain semantic 
object “a research field of computer science”, and the answer “Data mining focuses on discovering pat-
terns in large data sets” gives the connotation of “data mining”. The two answers follow different patterns. 
Therefore, it is significant to study the influence of the semantic links on the performance of QA system. The 
influence should be more prominent when a question concerns specialized concepts because specialized con-
cepts usually have rigorous and deep category structure.  
    This paper builds an experimental QA system based on the Semantic Link Network that consists of the cate-
gories and instances extracted from Wikipedia and the three types of semantic link. The system extracts answer 
from a given range of text. The paper proposes three propositions on the influences of the semantic links and 
answer range on the performance of QA system and the mutual-influence between them. Research verifies the 
proposition by adjusting the scale of the semantic link network and the range of text respectively. Research 
further investigates the abilities of the semantic link network to enhance QA systems in answering different 
types of question and supporting different patterns of answering question.   
2. Related works 
2.1. QA system 
One type of QA systems generates answers according to the structured or semi-structured knowledge represen-
tations about question domains. Some of these QA systems such as Baseball [17] and Lunar [6] use a structured 
query language to represent query and use database to store domain knowledge to support question answering. 
These systems require a lot of manual or semi-manual works to acquire domain knowledge [4] and they are 
fragile at the border of domain knowledge. The form of question has been expanded to natural language as used 
in Berkeley Unix Consultant [40]. Some systems use question-answer pairs, which can be considered as a kind 
of semi-structured knowledge, as experience to answer question [13, 41]. Deep learning model has been applied 
to search answers from big sets of question-answer pairs [7]. Chatbots can be regarded as a kind of QA systems 
that need to maintain the coherence between questions and answers. Some chatbots extract answers directly 
from a large number of dialogues which is a kind of semi-structured representation of text. They use rule-based 
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methods, such as CleverBot [56], or training models, such as RNN-based Encoder-Decoder model [57]. Typical 
chatbots include Alicebot (http://www.alicebot.org/), Xiaoice [54], and Siri of Apple. 
The other type of QA systems directly extract answers from free-text. The systems search answers in a large 
collection of plain texts. Usually, these systems operate with the following steps. 
1. Question analysis, which classifies questions into several types [27, 36], such as who, how, where, what, 
and why. Some QA systems have finer classification of questions. For example, NLP laboratory at South-
ern Methodist University (SMU) classifies questions into 16 types [25]. Typical ways of classification 
include: Cymfony, ISI, SMU and UIUC (http://trec.nist.gov/). They classify questions according to the 
types of information required by question. Classifying questions into several well-organized types is 
proven to be an effective way of improving the performance of QA system [58]. And a QA system’s 
ability can also be evaluated in terms of question types. 
2. Information retrieval, which locates or narrows the range of candidate answers in a given collection of 
texts. Frequently used methods include: Boolean model, probability model and Vector Space Model [12, 
38]. Some works consider paragraph instead of sentence as the basic unit of answers, such as MultiText 
[8], SiteQ [21], and relation-matching method [10]. 
3. Answer extraction, which selects answers from candidate answers. There are four representative methods: 
(a) using superficial features, like the frequency of answer [25], to calculate the distance between a ques-
tion and each candidate answer; (b) discovering the relations between a question and candidate answers, 
and then transforming them into triples or logic representation [11]; (c) using machine learning to train 
answer patterns [9]; and, (d) calculating the probabilities of an answer’s appearance, such as the noisy-
channel approach [14] and the probabilistic graphical model [20]. Deep learning has been used in answer 
selection as well [19]. 
Free-text based QA systems often require external knowledge base to deal with the semantics of text. One 
form of the external knowledge representation is ontology that provides a semantic mechanism, usually in triples, 
for describing the classification relations between semantic objects [29, 30]. The technique is often used in a 
closed-domain, such as open biomedical ontology [35] and gene ontology [16] for biology domain. Therefore, 
some QA systems are able to answer specialized questions, such as EAGLi (Engine for Question-Answering in 
Genomics Literature, http://eagl.unige.ch/KART/) for health and life scientists. Another form of the external 
knowledge is open-domain, such as Wikipedia [26] and Freebase [37].  
 
2.2. Semantic link network 
Semantic Link Network (SLN) consists of a set of semantic objects and semantic links between them.  Research 
can trace to the definition of inheritance rules and Active Document Framework [49, 50].  SLN has been applied 
to various applications such as text summarization, recommendation and semantics-based peer-to-peer search 
[33, 42, 47], and text summarization [52, 53].  SLN was integrated with a multi-dimensional resource space 
model to form a combined power for modeling semantics [42, 48, 51].  SLN develops in parallel with Tim 
Berners-Lee’s Linked Data proposed in 2006.  It is also a model for implementing the knowledge graph pro-
posed by Google in 2012.   Recently, SLN has been used to link things in cyberspace, physical space and social 
space to form a Cyber-Physical-Social SLN CPSoSLN [55]. 
Some existing open-domain information bases, such as WordNet and the Wikipedia [26], can help build 
semantic link network. They are already used in many QA systems.   
Some QA systems use WordNet to match common words in question and answer [5], rank and filter answers 
[31, 23], or expand keywords in question [18]. However, WordNet focuses on describing single word rather 
than phrases like “natural language processing”. The resources in Wikipedia contain rich contents contributed 
by worldwide editors. So, some QA systems use Wikipedia [2, 22, 32] as external knowledge, such as object 
recognition [20, 26], answer-related sentence identification [1], and query expansion [15].  A multi-layer recur-
rent neural network model was used to retrieve answers from Wikipedia pages [39].  These QA systems use 
local information such as the content of pages or the subcategory of given words. 
 
3. Propositions 
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Answer range and semantic link influence not only the performance of QA system but also each other.  Hence 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1 (Overall influence). The performance of a QA system can be improved by providing a wider 
answer range (given more texts that contain potential answers) and more semantic links on the answer range.  
In addition to the overall influence, they have the following side influence. 
Proposition 2 (Side influence). Fixing an answer range and a question, a QA system is more likely to find more 
answers by providing more semantic links on the answer range. Fixing a semantic link network and a question, 
more answers can be extracted from a wider answer range with more relevant texts.  
To keep a certain performance, answer range and semantic links may influence each other. 
Proposition 3 (Mutual influence). To keep a certain performance, given a narrower answer range implies that 
a QA system needs more semantic links on the answer range, and given less semantic links requests a QA 
system to widen the answer range. 
   An experimental system based on SLN is built for verifying the above propositions. 
4. Constructing Semantic Link Network 
4.1. Components 
The construction of semantic link network requires the following components. 
1. Answer range, which is a set of sentences within one text or multiple texts, from which a QA system 
extracts answers. A semantic link network on text reflects the core semantics of the text(s) so it can cover 
the main answer range [47][52][53]. 
2. Semantic object, which is semantic image of language unit.  Here, it takes the form of a string that indicates 
a category in Wikipedia. Synonyms are mapped into one semantic object. 
3. Semantic link, which connects two semantic objects via relations, which are automatically extracted from 
Wikipedia herein. In Wikipedia, part-of, has-part or subclass-of relations connect pages. One page is 
subordinate to one or multiple categories; one category contains multiple subcategories and pages; and, 
one category is subordinate to one or multiple categories. Therefore, here concerns subcategory, is-part-
of, and instance semantic links between semantic objects. 
4. Semantic link network, which consists of semantic objects connected by semantic links. A QA system 
concerns two kinds of semantic link network: One reflect the global semantics.  Herein, it covers the 
semantic objects in Wikipedia, which is regarded as the knowledge base of our QA system.  The other 
contains the semantic objects within an answer range, which provides local semantics for a QA task. 
Given a set of semantic objects K, the constructed semantic link network can be represented as SLN(K). 
The construction process is elaborated in Appendix E. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the construction of a part of semantic link network, where “Category: machine learning” and 
“Page: machine learning” are mapped into one semantic object.  The construction follows the rules described 
in Appendix A for guaranteeing the completeness, unify personalized perspectives, and avoid dead end. 
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Fig. 1. Construction of semantic link network. 
4.2. Function 
QA system based on SLN has the following distinguished functions (introduced in detail in Appendix D):  
1. Semantic filtering, which can narrow answer range by selecting the sentences that matches the type of ques-
tion.  
2. Expanding questions and answer semantically, which can provide extended answers by semantically ex-
panding semantic objects in question and answer.  
3. Semantic matching, which can match answer and question by checking whether the semantic objects in 
answer and question are connected by semantic links and whether the way to answering the question require 
the semantic links.  
 
5. Question Answer System 
5.1. Architecture 
The architecture of the experimental QA system is shown in Fig. 2. It requires two inputs: a question and an 
answer range. The frames with folded corner represent data. The arrows represent data flow. The rounded rec-
tangle represents a module that processes or provides data. The Question Analyzing Module (QAM) outputs the 
type of an input question and the semantic objects in the question. It concerns 7 basic types of question: (1) 
Object description, (2) Target object, (3) Time, (4) Location, (5) Person, (6) Reason, and (7) Process, which 
are elaborated in Appendix B in detail. The Key Terms Extracting Module (KEM) extracts the key terms from 
an answer range. The Answer Filtering Module (AFM) filters answer range through filtering function. KEM 
and AFM are elaborated in Appendix F in detail.  The Semantic Link Network Construction Model (SCM) 
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constructs a semantic link network on a given answer range. The Answer Extracting Module (AEM) extracts 
answers from the filtered answer range. 
 
 
Fig. 2. The architecture of the experimental QA system. 
The question analyzing module and the answer filtering module make up a simple QA system. The Answer 
filtering module, the key terms extraction module, and the semantic link network construction module enhance 
the system with the semantic link network. 
5.2. Answer extracting method 
To embody the influence of the semantic link network, the answer to a question is extracted by the introduced 
three functions, implemented by the answer filtering module and the answer extracting method.  The expanding 
function enables the degree of the relevancy between the extracted answer and the expanded answer to be de-
termined by the length of the semantic link chains between the semantic objects in question and the expanded 
answer. The matching function enables the degree of matching between question and answer to be determined 
by the length as well. Therefore, the expanding function and the matching function require the QA system to 
trace semantic links while extracting answers. So we design category distance to reflect the distance between 
answer and question according to the semantic link network. Given that the semantic objects in a question Q 
are oq1, oq2 … oqm, and the semantic objects in a sentence S are os1, os2 … osn, the category distance between 
Q and S is calculated by equation (1), 
𝐶𝐷 𝑄, 𝑆 = '
()
× 𝐷(𝑜𝑞., 𝑜𝑠0))02'(.2'                                                       (1), 
where CD(Q, S) represents the category distance between Q and S, CD(oqi, osj) denotes the category distance 
between two semantic objects oqi and osj, which is calculated by equation (2), 
CD(oqi, osj) =len(chain(oqi, osj, SLNwiki))                                                      (2), 
where SLNwiki denotes the semantic link network on Wikipedia, len() denotes the length of a chain of semantic 
links, chain(oqi, osj, SLNwiki) denotes the chain of the semantic links connecting oqi and osj in SLNwiki.  Category 
distance takes an average value because it is hard to distinguish the important semantic objects from the unim-
portant semantic objects in a question by the semantic link network. Then, the sentences in an answer range can 
be ranked by category distance and the first N sentences are selected as answers. 
Actually, answer extracting method incorporates the semantic link network to a simple method that does not 
have any semantic support. If D(oqi, osj) degenerates to 0 - 1 function, which is D(oqi, osj) = 1 when oqi = osj 
and D(oqi, osj) = 0 when oqi != osj, the extracting method degenerates to a method that only considers the number 
of overlapped words between question and answer. So the method removes other influential factors and can 
reflect the influence of the semantic link network. 
We conduct a series of experiments to test the performance of the QA system while changing the scales of 
given answer range and semantic link network. 
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6. Dimensions of ability 
To further analyze the ability of the semantic link network, we test the ability of the QA system from the fol-
lowing two dimensions [42][51][59].  
One dimension is the types of question. We set two groups of question types. One is the group that includes 
7 types of question: (1) Object description, (2) Target object, (3) Time, (4) Location, (5) Person, (6) Reason, 
and (7) Process. The group is set based on different types of interrogatives. The details are elaborated in Ap-
pendix B. The other group gives a more elaborate division SMU. It classifies questions into 16 types: (1) date, 
(2) definition, (3) distance, (4) location, (5) manner, (6) money, (7) name, (8) NNP, (9) number, (10) organiza-
tion, (11) person, (12) price, (13) reason, (14) time, (15) title, and (16) undefined. The group is set based on the 
types of information asked by question. We chose SMU because subcategory, is-part-of, and instance links can 
help answer most types of question in SMU. Some classifications give more question types than SMU. But they 
contain some question types that the semantic links can hardly help answer, such as FREQUENCY or WEIGHT 
in Cymfony, or ABBREV in UIUC. 
The other dimension is the patterns of answering. One pattern indicates a way to answer a question and 
different answers may correspond to different patterns. Specifically, for a question, a pattern indicates a set of 
answers following same features. For example, for a question “what is data mining?”, the answer “data mining 
is a research field of computer science.” answers the question by syntactically replacing the interrogative “what” 
with a certain semantic object “a research field of computer science”, and the answer “Data mining focuses on 
discovering patterns in large data sets” gives the connotation of “data mining”. The two answers follow differ-
ent patterns. There may be other answers that meet the two patterns. 
Five typical patterns are summarized as follows. 
1. Replacement match. An answer matches a question if the answer can be obtained by replacing the inter-
rogative in question with one or several semantic objects or a statement. 
2. Common-statement match. An answer matches a question if the answer and the question contains a com-
mon statement and the question asks for complementing the statement.  
3. Semantic-link match. An answer matches a question if the semantic object in the question and the semantic 
objects in the answer have some semantic links that meet the way to answer the question. 
4. Sentence-meaning match. An answer matches a question if the overall meaning of the answer meets the 
request of the question.  
5. Multi-sentence-meaning match. An answer matches a question if the answer contains multiple sentences 
or clauses, which have sequential relations and their overall semantics matches the request of the question. 
The details of the patterns are introduced in Appendix C. 
 
7. Experiments 
7.1. Experiments on Influence 
7.1.1. Basic setting and dataset 
The experiment tests the performance of the experimental QA system on two changeable factors, answer range 
and the semantic link network, to reveal the influence between them.  
The following are several basic settings: 
1. Answer.  Except the questions and answers that can be directly determined by testers, a sentence can be 
determined as an answer to a question by the following criteria: (1) A sentence answers an object descrip-
tion question if the sentence describes a semantic link about the asked semantic object including subcat-
egories or super-categories, part-of, instances, and connotation. (2) A group of sentences can answer a 
question if at least one sentence in the group that can answer the question. (3) A group of sentences is 
considered as an answer to a question on process if the sentences cover the steps asked by the question. 
2. Answer range. It increases with collecting pages from Wikipedia for different experiments. As domain-
relevant pages are more likely to contain answers, we set up two comparative groups: (1) Domain-relevant 
group contains domain-relevant pages or the pages that either are subordinate to a common category or 
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separately belong to two categories connected by subcategory relation. The pages are on different but 
relevant topics: artificial intelligence, natural language processing, artificial neural network, knowledge 
base, machine learning, and data mining.  (2) Domain-irrelevant group contains domain irrelevant pages 
on data loss, natural science, veterinary medicine, computer science, synthetic biology, and music psy-
chology.  Experiments are conducted separately on the two groups, each increases from one page to six 
pages, denoted as P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6. Each page has a page title denoted as Ki (i=1, …, n).  Synonyms, 
alternative names, and abbreviations are added into Ki and linked to the common page of titles.  
3. Semantic link network.  Based on different sets of terms, semantic link networks of different scales are 
constructed, denoted as SLN({K1}), …, SLN({K1, K2, …, K6}.  A larger scale of semantic link network 
contains more semantic links and semantic objects. 
4. Question.  Five testers (graduate students) are invited to ask questions on the pages in the two groups, 
forming two question sets QuestionSet1 and QuestionSet2. To conduct targeted experiments on object de-
scription, we select the type of questions from QuestionSet1 and QuestionSet2 respectively to form two 
other question sets: ODQuestionSet1 and ODQuestionSet2. 
5. Dataset. The experiment sets a series of QA tasks. Each task consists of two steps: (1) fix an answer range, 
a semantic link network, and a question set; and, (2) use the experimental QA system to extract answers 
from the answer range for the questions in the question set based on the semantic link network. One group 
of texts has 6 answer ranges, 6 corresponding semantic link networks, and 4 question sets. Their combi-
nation generates 144 QA tasks for one group (totally 288 tasks for two groups). The data and the results 
can be downloaded at https://ln2.sync.com/dl/37827f3d0/k2q3q7jf-fvzmsyb4-b75g9vxc-
fy6ck2r3/view/default/8782970980006. 
7.1.2. Results 
 
Fig. 3 shows the results of the experiments on QuestionSet1 and ODQuestionSet1. The two horizontal axes rep-
resent the answer range and the semantic link network. The vertical axis represents the correct ratio calculated 
by the number of the questions that are correctly answered / the total number of the questions.  Fig. 3 indicates 
the following points. 
1. The precisions in (a) and (b) increase with widening the answer range and expanding the semantic link 
network, which verifies the overall influence conjecture. 
2. In (a) and (b), the precisions increase with widening the answer range while fixing a point at the axes of 
semantic link network, and the precisions increase with expanding the semantic link network while fixing 
a point at the axes of answer range. The results verify the side influence conjecture. 
To show the mutual-influence between answer range and the semantic links, we highlight the relatively me-
dium precisions in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The two figures are transformed to Fig. 4 (a) and (b) by keeping the 
precisions around 50%-60%. In Fig. 4 (a) and (b), the black cubes represent the positions of the kept precisions 
in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show that the kept precisions are distributed along with the diagonal lines 
from (K1, P1∪P2∪P3∪P4∪P5∪P6) to (K1∪K2∪K3∪K4∪K5∪K6, P1). So, to maintain the precision at a 
certain range, narrowing the answer range requires adding more semantic links and removing the semantic links 
implies to widen the answer range.  This verifies the mutual influence proposition. 
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                            (a) Precisions on ODQuestionSet1                                                            (b) Precisions on QuestionSet1 
Fig. 3.  The results of performing the QA system on the domain-relevant group. (a) The results of answering the questions in ODQuestion-
Set1. (b) The results of answering the questions in QuestionSet1.  
 
 
Fig. 4.  The transformations of Fig. 3 (a) and (b).   (a) The precisions around 50%-60% on ODQuestionSet1. (b) The precisions around 50%-
60% on QuestionSet1. 
Fig. 5 (a) and (b) show the results of the experiments on QuestionSet2 and ODQuestionSet2. Because the 
pages are domain irrelevant, each time of widening the answer range provides more answers corresponding to 
only a part of the questions by chance; and each time of expanding the semantic link network covers more 
semantic objects for only a part of the questions by chance as well. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) indicate the following 
points. 
1. Fixing a point at the axes of answer range in (a) and (b), the precisions almost keep unchanged with the 
expansion of semantic link network because there are insufficient answers. So, the side influence propo-
sition and mutual influence proposition are not valid when the potential answer sentences are insufficient. 
2. Fixing a point at the axes of semantic link network in (a) and (b), the precisions increase with expanding 
answer range. Especially, the precisions still increase when the semantic link networks do not cover the 
semantic objects in answer range. For example, when the semantic link network is SLN({K1}), only the 
semantic objects and links in P1 are involved, but the precision still increases with widening the answer 
ranges. It indicates that providing more texts can improve the performance of the QA system even though 
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the added texts are not covered by the semantic link network. So the answer range plays a more important 
role than the semantic link network for the QA system. 
 
  
 
                            (a) Precisions on ODQuestionSet2                                                            (b) Precisions on QuestionSet2 
Fig. 5.  The results of performing the QA system on irrelevant-group. (a) The results of answering the questions in DQS2. (b) The results of 
answering the questions in QS2. 
 
7.2. Experiments on question type 
7.2.1. Basic setting and dataset 
The experiments test the QA system on answering different types of questions and supporting different patterns. 
Because the ability of classification is prominent when a question concerns specialized knowledge, the experi-
ment uses academic papers and Wikipedia pages as answer range. To reflect the improvement by using the 
semantic link network, we use a comparable answer extraction approach that does not use any semantic infor-
mation. The approach calculates the cosine distance between a question and the sentences in answer range. 
    The dataset contains 100 academic papers from AAAI conference and 1100 pages from Wikipedia. Five testers 
are invited to throw questions on each paper or page. Each question belongs to the 7 types and the SMU. The 
dataset contains 4975 questions, 6991 answers extracted by the QA system and 3801 answers extracted by 
cosine approach. The data and the results are available for download at 
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/37827f3d0/k2q3q7jf-fvzmsyb4-b75g9vxc-fy6ck2r3/view/default/8782970980006. 
7.2.2. Results 
First, the experiment tests the QA system’s performance on answering the 7 types of question (totally 4975 
questions).  For each time of question answering, 5 sentences are extracted as the answers.  
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Table 1. The experimental results on the 7 types of questions.  
Question type 
No. of 
CRQ by 
SLN 
CR 
No. of 
CRQ by co-
sine 
CR IM No. of CS by SLN CR 
No. of CS 
by cosine CR IM 
Object description 1502/2261 0.66 655/2261 0.29 0.37 3795/11305 0.34 1441/11305 0.13 0.21 
Time 317/405 0.78 147/405 0.36 0.42 423/2025 0.21 243/2025 0.12 0.09 
Person 282/373 0.76 161/373 0.43 0.33 482/1865 0.26 223/1865 0.19 0.07 
Location 111/133 0.84 32/133 0.24 0.60 178/665 0.27 99/665 0.15 0.12 
Target object 618/1080 0.57 498/1080 0.46 0.11 2054/5400 0.38 1727/5400 0.32 0.06 
Reason 25/254 0.1 19/254 0.07 0.03 37/1270 0.03 50/1270 0.04 -0.01 
Process 15/469 0.03 11/469 0.02 0.01 22/2345 0.01 18/2345 0.01 0 
Average CR Total: 2870/4975 0.58 
Total: 
1523/4975 0.31 0.27 
Total: 
6991/24875 0.28 
Total: 
3801/24875 0.15 0.13 
 
• SLN denotes the experimental QA system that uses the semantic link network.  
• CRQ denotes correctly answered questions.  
• CR denotes correct ratio.  
• CS denotes the correct sentences (answers) to a question.  
• IM denotes the improvement that equals to the correct ratio by SLN minus the correct ratio by cosine approach. 
• The value a/b in columns “No. of CRQ by SLN” and “No. of CRQ by cosine” denotes (the number of CRQ) / (total number of ques-
tion). 
• The value a/b in columns “No. of CS by SLN” and “No. of CS by cosine” denotes (the number of CS) / (total number of extracted sen-
tences). 
 
Table 2. The experimental results of the 4 forms of answering object description questions. 
Object description No. of CS Sub or super-category Part Instance Connotation 
SLN 3795 1727 1176 624 268 
CR / 0.46 0.31 0.16 0.07 
cosine 1441 331 461 275 374 
CR / 0.23 0.32 0.19 0.26 
 
 
Table 1 shows the following points: 
1. The experimental QA system can approximately answer 2/3 of the object description questions while 
cosine approach can nearly answer 1/3.  This indicates that the semantic link network can significantly 
help answer the type of question. More specifically, there are 4 ways to answer the object description 
questions: subcategory or super-category, part-of, instance, and connotation.  We classify the 3795 correct 
sentences by the QA system and the 1441 correct sentences by cosine approach into the 4 forms as shown 
in Table 2. This shows that (1) the system generates the correct sentences (answers) of the object descrip-
tion questions that mostly belong to the first 3 forms and rarely belong to the connotation form, and (2) 
by using the cosine approach, the correct sentences are relatively evenly distributed in the 4 forms. This 
indicates that, for object description question, the semantic link network can help extract answers in the 
forms of sub-category or super-category, part and instance. 
2. The performance of answering the person, time and location questions is relatively good and the improve-
ments on the 3 types are relatively great. There are two reasons: (1) filtering function removes most sen-
tences that mismatch the type of the question; and, (2) the semantic objects in some answers happen to 
have the semantic links connected to the semantic objects in question. For example, for the question 
“When is decision tree used in NLP?”, the sentence “Starting in the late 1980s, however, there was a 
revolution in NLP with the introduction of machine learning algorithms for language processing.” is ex-
tracted because there are is-part-of semantic links: decision trees → classification algorithms → machine 
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learning. However, the second situation rarely happens. On the other hand, the correct ratios of the correct 
sentences are relatively low. This is because the 3 types of questions correspond to a few answers, which 
are unlike object description question that may correspond to multiple acceptable answers. 
3. The performance of answering target object questions is medium and the improvement is little. The reason 
is that there are mainly 4 kinds of target object questions according to the way of an answer giving target 
objects, and the semantic link network can only help a part of them. The 4 kinds include: (a) Giving an 
attribute, for example, question “What sorting algorithm is iterative?” where “iterative” is an attribute of 
the target object, (b) giving a function, for example, question “What NLP tool can do named entity recog-
nition from texts?” where “named entity recognition” is a function of the target object, (c) giving the 
semantic links, for example, for the question “what are the sub-fields of artificial intelligence research?” 
where “Artificial intelligence” has a semantic link “subcategory” to the target object of the question, (d) 
giving a statement, for example, for the question “What software does a computer use to store data?”, 
“software”, “computer”, “data” and the target object “database management system” form a statement 
that is “Computers use database management system to store data.”. The given semantic link networks 
can hardly help the answers that give attribute, function and statement. 
4. The performance of answering reason and process questions is relatively weak because the semantic links 
do not contain cause-effect link and sequential link. However, there are a few reason and process ques-
tions that are correctly answered because the questions happen to the concern on the semantic links on 
category. For example, for the question “Why is bioinformatics an interdisciplinary subject?”, the seman-
tic objects in the answer “Bioinformatics uses the algorithms of computer science to deal with the data 
from biology.” have the semantic links “subcategory” to “bioinformatics”. Therefore, the performance of 
the QA system on the two types is a little better than the performance of using the cosine approach. 
 
Second, to make a solid result, we further conduct an experiment on question type SMU. Because people 
seldom ask distance, money, price and title questions on the texts describing specialized knowledge and the 
semantic link on category can hardly help answer the questions, the 4 types are neglected. So there are 12 types 
left. Five testers (graduate students) are required to ask questions (total 4244 questions) on each text in the 
dataset. Table 3 shows the results that indicate the following points. 
1. In general, the semantic link network can help extract more answers. 
2. The performance of answering data, time, person, location, name, and NNP questions by the QA system 
are relatively good and the improvement on them is relatively great. This is because they benefit from 
filtering function. The results are consistent with the results of answering time, person and location ques-
tions in the 7 types, which benefit from filtering function as well. However, filtering function sometimes 
cannot help the types of questions. For example, to answer a time questions “when did the project of the 
fifth generation computer system fail?”, a QA system needs to know more knowledge to distinguish the 
starting time point and the terminating time point. 
3. The performance of manner and reason questions by the QA system is relatively weak and the improve-
ment on them is weak, especially for reason questions. The results are consistent with the results on reason 
and process questions in 7 types. 
4. The performance of answering the definition questions by the QA system is relatively good and the im-
provement is relatively great, which is consistent with the results on object description question in the 7 
types. 
5. Even though filtering function can help answer organization and number question, the performance of the 
QA system and the improvement on the types are weak. This is because a lot of sentences contain numbers 
which weakens filtering function, some number questions require inferential knowledge to do a simple 
math, and the semantic links on category only appear between the asked organization and the objects in 
question. 
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Table 3. The experimental result on SMU.  
Question type Correct/ Total by SLN CR Correct/ Total by cosine CR IM Correct/ Total by SLN 
date 177/221 0.80 75/221 0.34 0.46 177/221 
time 153/200 0.77 58/200 0.29 0.48 153/200 
person 440/593 0.74 196/593 0.33 0.41 440/593 
location 71/100 0.71 21/100 0.21 0.5 71/100 
definition 573/816 0.70 277/816 0.34 0.36 573/816 
name 244/379 0.64 110/379 0.29 0.35 244/379 
unidentified 64/100 0.64 47/100 0.47 0.17 64/100 
NNP 197/314 0.63 97/314 0.31 0.32 197/314 
manner 153/325 0.47 66/325 0.2 0.27 153/325 
organization 38/87 0.44 16/87 0.18 0.26 38/87 
reason 202/748 0.27 165/748 0.22 0.05 202/748 
number 84/361 0.23 108/361 0.3 -0.07 84/361 
Total 2396/4244 0.56 1236/4244 0.29 0.27 2396/4244 
 
7.3. Experiment on pattern 
7.3.1. Basic setting and dataset 
 
The experiment tests the abilities of the QA system and the cosine approach on the 5 patterns. We use the dataset 
in the experiment on question type. 4975 questions, 6991 correct sentences (answers) generated by the QA 
system, and 3801 correct sentences from cosine approach are classified into the 7 patterns. One question and 
one answer may match multiple patterns from the testers’ points of view because they do not know how the 
answers are extracted. So we stipulate that the testers can only choose one pattern that matches most closely for 
a pair of question and answer.  
7.3.2. Results 
 
Table 4 shows the distributions of the answers on the 7 question types.  
Table 4. The distributions of the answers in the 5 patterns. 
 By SLN By cosine 
Question 
type 
No. of 
answers RM CSM SLM SMM MSMM 
No. of 
answers RM CSM SLM SMM MSMM 
Object de-
scription 3795 2239 0 1283 273 0 1441 1031 0 327 83 0 
Time 423 113 279 31 0 0 243 134 35 53 21 0 
Person 482 173 236 73 0 0 223 95 16 63 49 0 
Location 178 56 100 22 0 0 99 46 8 27 18 0 
Target ob-
ject 2054 727 275 914 138 0 1727 523 480 313 411 0 
Reason 37 19 0 18 0 0 50 11 0 8 31 0 
Process 22 15 0 0 2 5 18 7 0 2 1 8 
Total 6991 3342 890 2341 413 5 3801 1847 539 793 614 8 
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Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are derived from Table 4 through normalization. The two figures show the distributions of 
the answers in the 5 patterns intuitively. The parts “SUM” in the two figures show the total distributions. RM 
denotes replacement match pattern; CSM denotes common statement match pattern; SLM denotes semantic-
link match pattern; SMM denotes sentence meaning match pattern; and MSMM denotes multi-sentence mean-
ing match pattern. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.  The distribution of the correct sentences from the experimental QA system on the 5 patterns. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.  The distribution of the correct sentences from cosine approach on the 5 patterns. 
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Table 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 indicate the following points. 
(1) By using the QA system, Table 4 shows that a lot of answers and questions match replacement match 
pattern, and the ratios of the pattern in Fig. 6 are relatively high, especially for object description question, 
and the ratios of the pattern using cosine is also high. The reason is that the pattern is the most common 
way for people to identify answer. However, the number of the answers matching the pattern by the QA 
system is much greater than by cosine approach. The reason is that the semantic links can help identify 
semantically related semantic objects of the semantic objects in the questions. For example, an answer to 
the question “what is natural language processing?” sometimes can also be considered as an answer to the 
question “What is artificial intelligence?”. Therefore, the semantic link network can help match replace-
ment match pattern. 
(2) Table 4 shows that, with common-statement match pattern, the answers from the QA system are much 
more than the answers from the cosine approach. This indicates that the semantic link network can help 
the pattern. Furthermore, most of the exceeding answers come from time, person and location questions. 
This indicates that the improvement is mostly based on filtering function.  
(3) Table 4 shows that, with the semantic-link match pattern, the answers from the QA system are much more 
than the answers from the cosine approach. It indicates that the semantic link network can help the se-
mantic-link match pattern. On the other hand, the ratio (0.33) of the pattern in part “SUM” of Fig. 6 is 
greater than the ratio (0.21) of the pattern in part “SUM” of Fig. 7. This indicates that the semantic link 
network helps the pattern more greatly than other patterns. This is because the QA system extracts answers 
by tracing semantic link. However, the QA system only uses the three types of semantic link. So the QA 
system can hardly extract answer concerning other types of semantic links. 
(4) A relatively small number of answers and questions matches sentence-meaning match pattern, both by 
the QA system and cosine approach. The cosine approach is better than the QA system in numbers and 
ratios.  This is because the pattern usually concerns other types of semantic links. So the three types of 
semantic link can help the pattern to a certain extent. 
(5) A few answers and questions match the multi-sentence meaning match pattern.  This is because the pattern 
is mostly used for process questions that need the answers containing multiple sequential actions and 
reason questions the need multiple steps of inferring. These questions and answers usually concerns other 
types of semantic links. So the three types of semantic link can support the pattern to a certain extent. 
In general, the three types of semantic link can help replacement match pattern, common-statement match 
pattern and semantic-link match pattern, but they can hardly help sentence meaning match pattern and multi-
sentence meaning match pattern (more types of semantic links are needed). Compared with other patterns, the 
semantic link network helps semantic-link match pattern more strongly. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.  The distribution of the answers on SMU on the 5 patterns. 
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compared with cosine approach, and the semantic link network can support the patterns to different extent as 
shown in Fig. 8. In semantic-link match pattern, the ratio of the QA system is much greater than the ratio of 
cosine approach, and the difference between the two ratios is greater than the difference with other patterns. 
This indicates that the semantic link network supports semantic-link match pattern more strongly than other 
patterns.  Therefore, the results in Fig. 8 are consistent with the results as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 
 
8. Conclusions 
The performance of a QA system can be improved by providing more relevant texts or a larger-scale of semantic 
link network on texts.  Fixing an answer range and a question, a QA system is more likely to find more answers 
by providing richer semantic links on the answer range; and fixing a question and the scale of semantic link 
network, more answers can be extracted by adding more relevant texts to the answer range. Keeping a certain 
range of performance leads to the following results: (a) a narrower answer range implies that the QA system 
needs a larger scale semantic link network; and, (b) a smaller scale of semantic link network implies that the 
QA system needs a wider answer range.  The side influence and mutual influence is not obvious when an answer 
range contains insufficient answer sentences, even though a larger scale of semantic link network is provided.  
So the answer range influences the performance of the QA system more significantly than the semantic links as 
this type of QA system relies on extracting sentences. 
In addition, the experiments show that the three types of semantic link have the following effect: (1) they can 
help answer object description questions when an answer describes the subcategory, super category, part-of, 
and instance of the asked semantic object, (2) they can hardly help extract answers that contain the connotation 
of asked semantic object, (3) they can help answer time, person, and location questions because of the filtering 
function, (4) they can hardly help answer reason and process questions because they cannot represent cause-
effect and process relations, except that the questions happen to concern the three types of semantic link. It is 
desirable to be helpful if the cause-effect link, similar link, and sequential link are incorporated into the QA 
system [52, 53]. 
The semantic link network helps the replacement match pattern by identifying semantically-matched seman-
tic objects. It helps common statement match pattern with the filtering function. It supports semantic-link match 
pattern when the question concerns the three types of semantic link.  Although it can hardly help sentence 
meaning match pattern and multi-sentence meaning match pattern, it is desirable to be helpful when more types 
of semantic links such as cause-effect, similar, and sequential links are employed in the system.  This also 
verifies the importance of the diversity of semantic links [44][45][46]. 
In short, incorporating semantic link network into a QA system can enhance its performance in answering 
the questions covered by the answer range and the richness of semantic links. 
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Appendix A. Components of semantic ink network 
 
The QA system sets an answer range represented as a set AR = {si | si is a sentence}. Any free-text based QA 
system stipulates an answer range explicitly or implicitly for each task of extracting answer. For example, some 
QA systems collect as many texts as possible so that the answer range is enlarged and therefore the systems can 
answer more questions, and some QA systems fix answer range within one text or one kind of texts in particular 
domain.  
    As some categories or instances in Wikipedia do not indicate semantic objects, they are ignored by the QA 
system with the following rules: (1) the first letter is not a capital one, (2) the title is a single stop word, (3) for 
a multiword title, not all words other than prepositions, determiners, conjunctions, or negations are capitalized, 
and (4) the title has more than four words. As Wikipedia does not contain the terms on some specific things, the 
QA system uses Named Entity Recognition (Stanford NLP toolkit, https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/) to provide 
a certain types of semantic objects [3].  Specifically, a semantic object is represented by so = {s, Type} where s 
is a string and Type = {time | character | location}. 
A semantic link is represented by a triple sl =<o1, o2, link> where o1 and o2 are two semantic objects and link 
denotes the type of the semantic link.  A semantic link network abides by the following rules. 
Rule 1: Any semantic link contains category “main topic classifications” because a systematic classification 
always contains a semantic object referring to the range of everything. In this case, “main topic classifications” 
refers to the object. This rule guarantees that the knowledge base is complete from the top. 
Rule 2: Except main topic classifications, any semantic object has at least one superior semantic object because 
the meaning of a semantic object implies the meaning of the superior semantic object. If a semantic object has 
no superior object, a semantic link is established between the semantic object and main topic classifications. 
The rule guarantees that there is no dead end while tracing semantic links until reaching the main topic classi-
fications. 
Rule 3. Semantic links on classification are based on the relations between Wikipedia’s page and category or 
by rule 2. This rule guarantees that personalized perspectives on classification are unified. 
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Appendix B. Types of questions 
 
1. Object description. This type of questions asks for the description of a semantic object. The basic form is 
“what is/are + a term”, e.g., “What is semantic network?” and “What is cyber space?” [46]. 
2. Target object. This type of questions asks for one or several specific semantic objects or semantic links. 
The basic form is “what + a description on one or several semantic objects or semantic links”, e.g., “What 
are the links between documents in the World Wide Web”, “What is the fusion of the physical space, the 
cyber space, and the socio space?” and “What are the basic semantic links in the physical space?” [46]. 
3. Time. The type of questions asks about time. The interrogatives include “when”, “what is the time of” and 
“which/what + word about time”, e.g., “which month”, etc. Most questions on Time follow the two forms: 
(a) “interrogative + a term indicating a time”, e.g., “When is the landmark year for artificial intelligence?” 
(from the Wikipedia page on AI), and (b) “interrogative + an event”, e.g., “When did Turing conceive the 
modern computer?” [46]. 
4. Location. This type of questions asks about location.  The interrogatives include “where”, “which + a 
term that means a kind of place”, e.g., “which city”, and “what is the place/location/…”, etc. Most location 
questions follow the following two forms: (a) “interrogative + a term indicating a location”, e.g., “Where 
is Carnegie Mellon University?” (from the Wikipedia page on AI), and (b) “interrogative +an event”, e.g., 
“Where was AI research born at?” (from the Wikipedia page on AI). 
5. Person. This type of questions asks about person. The interrogatives include “Who…” and “which + a 
term indicating person”, e.g., “which expert”, etc. Most person questions follow the following two forms: 
(a) “interrogative + a term indicating a person”, e.g., “Who is Vannevar Bush?”, and (b) “interrogative 
+ a description or an action of a person”, e.g., “Who conceive the modern compute?”. 
6. Reason. This type of questions asks about reason. The interrogatives include “why…” and “what is/are 
the reason(s)…”, etc. Most reason questions follow the two forms: (a) “interrogative + a term indicating 
a phenomenon or an event”, e.g., “what is the reason of the commercial success of expert systems?”, and 
(b) “interrogative + a statement”, e.g., “Why do different semantic images emerge when a form is sensed 
by different individuals?” [46]. 
7. Process. The type of questions asks for a process to accomplish something. The interrogatives include 
“How…” and “What is the way/step/process…”, etc. Most process questions follow the following two 
forms: (a) “interrogative + a term indicating a process”, e.g., “What is the process of training a classifier?” 
(from the Wikipedia page on AI), and, (b) “interrogative + a movement”, e.g., “How does a semantic link 
network derive a potential semantic link?” and “How to predict the evolution of semantic link network?” 
[46]. 
 
 
Appendix C. Patterns of answering question 
 
1. Replacement match 
An answer matches a question by replacing the interrogative with one or several semantic objects or a state-
ment. For example, for the question “What do the basic semantic links in the physical space include?”, the 
answer is “The basic semantic links in the physical space include the spatial relation, movement relation, sym-
biosis relation, energy transformation relation and material flow.” [46].  
The pattern has the following characteristics.  
(1) It concerns the semantic objects and semantic links surrounding interrogative and ignores other rela-
tively irrelevant part. For example, the sentence “Artificial intelligence is intelligence displayed by 
machines, in contrast with the natural intelligence displayed by humans and other animals.” (from the 
Wikipedia page on AI) can answer the question “What is artificial intelligence?” because the interrog-
ative can be replaced by “intelligence displayed by machines”.  The semantic objects and semantic 
links in “in contrast with the natural intelligence displayed by humans and other animals” are relatively 
irrelevant to the question.  
(2) It allows extension of semantic object through semantic link. For example, for the question “What are 
the main problems of artificial intelligence?”, the answer “Natural language translation is a problem 
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of computer science.” does not meet replacement match pattern precisely. But the answer and question 
still meet the pattern because “artificial intelligence” has a semantic link “subcategory” to “computer 
science”.  It is more understandable if the extension is done through a direct semantic link.  
  The pattern is usually suitable for the following questions: 
(1) question about object description;  
(2) question about target object;  
(3) question about time “interrogative + a term indicating a time”;  
(4) question about location “interrogative + a term indicating a location”;  
(5) question about person “interrogative + a term indicating a person”;  
(6) question about reason “interrogative + a term indicating a phenomenon or an event”; and,  
(7) question about process “interrogative + a term indicating a process”. 
 
2. Common-statement match 
A statement at least contains one predicate and one semantic object which is the subject or object of the 
predicate. An answer matches a question because (a) they share a common statement, (b) the interrogative in-
dicates the complement of the predicate in the statement, and (c) the type of the complement matches the type 
of the question. For example, the sentence “In 1935, Turing conceived the modern computer for the first time.” 
[46] can be considered as the answer to the question “When did Turing conceive the modern computer?” because: 
(a) the sentence and the question contain a common statement “Turing conceives the modern computer”, (b) 
the question asks for time of the statement, and (c) the sentence contains “1877” which indicates the time of the 
statement. In this pattern, the matching relations between the usage of implement and type of question need to 
be pre-specified. 
The pattern is often used for “interrogative + an event” of time question, “interrogative + an event” of loca-
tion question, “interrogative + a description or an action of a person” of person question, and target object 
question. 
 
3. Semantic-link match 
Some ways to answer questions require certain kinds of semantic links. An example is that people usually 
use three ways to answer an object description question. The first way is to describe a semantic object by sub-
ordinating it in a super-category or giving its subcategories. The second way is to list the parts of a semantic 
object. The third way is to illustrate the instances of a semantic object. The three ways need to know the sub-
category, is-part-of or instance links that connect to the semantic objects in question and answer. For example, 
for the question “what is artificial intelligence?”, the three answers from the Wikipedia page on AI respectively 
correspond to the three ways, which are “The AI field draws upon computer science, mathematics, psychology, 
linguistics, philosophy, neuroscience, artificial psychology and many others.”, “Artificial intelligence research 
includes robotics, natural language processing, expert system, etc.” and “Some artificial intelligence applica-
tions can beat human, such as AlphaGo”.  The three sentences can answer the question because the semantic 
objects “computer science”, “mathematics”, “psychology”, “linguistics”, “philosophy”, “neuroscience”, “artifi-
cial psychology”, “robotics”, “natural language processing”, “expert system”, and “AlphaGo” have “subcate-
gory” link to “artificial intelligence”. Besides the three types of semantic link, the way to answer a question 
may require other kinds of semantic links. For example, for a question that asks for the synonym of a semantic 
object, an answer must contain a semantic object that has synonym link to the semantic object in the question. 
Besides object description question, some target object questions (e.g., the question asking for synonym) can 
be answered by the pattern. The pattern requires external knowledge to provide the semantic links between 
semantic objects in question and answer.  
 
4. Sentence-meaning match 
In replacement match pattern, common statement match pattern, and semantic-link match pattern, a sentence 
answers a question by using the partial information of answer. But some sentences can answer a question be-
cause their overall meanings meet the question. An example is the fourth way to answer an object description 
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question besides the three ways in semantic-link match pattern, which is to describe the connotation of a seman-
tic object.  For example, for the question “What is artificial intelligence?”, the answer “Artificial intelligence is 
to develop a device that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its chance of success at some 
goal.” describes the connotation of “artificial intelligence”.  Most reason questions and answers follow the 
pattern. Some process questions that only need one answer sentence are answered by the pattern as well. 
 
5. Multi-sentence meaning match 
An answer matches a question if the answer contains multiple sentences or clauses, and the sentences or 
clauses have sequential relations and the overall meaning of them meets the question. Specifically, an answer 
matches a question because of satisfying the following four conditions: (a) the question asks for a process to 
achieve something or the components of something; (b) the answer contains multiple sentences or clauses, (c) 
the meanings of the sentences or clauses are about time, space, process or logic, and (d) the sentences or clauses 
meet the requirement of the question as a whole. Most process questions are answered by the pattern. Some 
reason questions that need multiple steps of inferring are answered by this pattern as well. 
 
 
Appendix D. The functions of the semantic link network 
 
1. Filtering function 
If a semantic link network contains the semantic links between semantic objects within text and some certain 
types of categories (e.g., time, person), the function can filter an answer range by removing the sentences that 
do not have any semantic object whose type matches the type of question. For the 7 types of question, the 
function can filter most unfit sentences for time, person and location questions. For different patterns, the func-
tion is helpful for the 5 patterns as long as a question asks for the answer involving some certain kinds of 
semantic objects. Filtering function relies on establishing the semantic links between semantic objects in text 
and some types of categories.  
 
2. Expanding function 
The function can help identify more semantically-related answers by semantically expanding the meaning of 
semantic objects in question and answer. For example, for target object question “What do the problems of AI 
research include?”, the sentence “The traditional problems of AI research include reasoning, knowledge, plan-
ning, learning, natural language processing, perception and the ability to move and manipulate objects.” (from 
the Wikipedia page on AI) answers the question by replacement match pattern. By tracing the semantic links 
between “artificial intelligence” and “natural language processing”, and between “natural language processing” 
and other semantic objects, the sentence “Challenges in natural language processing frequently involve speech 
recognition, natural language understanding, and natural language generation.” can be considered as an an-
swer as well however its relevancy to the question is not as close as the first answer. 
Expanding function can help the 7 types of question and the 5 patterns in different degrees. Specifically, the 
function can help objects description and target object question because answering the two kinds of questions 
often requires classification knowledge. The function can help replacement match pattern and common state-
ment match pattern because the two patterns need to determine two semantic objects or two semantic links are 
equivalent or not and the three types of semantic link can expand the range of equivalent semantic objects and 
semantic links, and the function can help semantic-link match pattern because the way to answer some questions 
directly requires the three types of semantic link. 
 
3. Matching function 
    The function can match answer and question when answering a question implies the existence of the three 
types of semantic link (or a chain of the links) between semantic objects in question and answer. For example, 
semantic link network can help answer the questions on specialized or generalized concept as people tend to 
build a concept through its subcategories, super-categories, instances, parts and whole. So the function is helpful 
for semantic-link match pattern. 
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As for other patterns, by using the semantic link network in the paper, the function can hardly help sentence 
meaning match pattern because the pattern requires other types of semantic link besides subcategory, is-part-of 
and instance link. On one hand, the overall meaning of a sentence often involves other types of semantic links. 
On the other hand, the way to match question and answer often requires other types of semantic link. For ex-
ample, the way to match an answer and a reason question often requires inferring link. The semantic link net-
work can hardly help multi-sentence-meaning match pattern because of the same reasons. 
 
Appendix E. Construction of the semantic link network based on Wikipedia 
 
The semantic link network on an answer range A is constructed by following steps. 
1. Get the terms K = (k1, k2 … kn) from A which is elaborated in Appendix F.  
2. Get the semantic objects indicated by the terms, denoted as Cstart = {c1, c2…cm}. For each term r in K, if r 
indicates a page and a category, only one semantic object is added in Cstart; if r indicates neither a category 
nor a page, the term is ignored. 
3. For each semantic object c in Cstart, calculate Up(c) = {ci | if c has a semantic link chain to ci} by iteratively 
upward-searching superior semantic objects starting from c until reaching the top object in SLNwiki. SLNwiki 
is the semantic link network that covers the semantic objects in Wikipedia. 
4. Construct and return a semantic link network SLN(A) in which the nodes are Up(c1) ∪ … ∪ Up(cm) and 
the semantic links between the semantic objects are extracted from SLNwiki.  
 
Step 3 has the two details as follows. 
1. Breaking cycle. It is self-contradictory to have a cycle in the semantic link network. However, the seman-
tic links in Wikipedia sometimes form a cycle. For example, Wikipedia has cognitive science → cognition 
→ thought → mental processes → cognitive science. To break the cycles, each visited category is assigned 
with a label for avoiding being re-added to the constructed semantic link network. 
2. Eliminating nonacademic or irrelevant semantic objects. Sometimes Wikipedia categories are too casual 
for specialized knowledge. For example, artificial intelligence is a subcategory of emerging technologies 
whose connotation and extension changes with time. Sometimes Wikipedia connects domain-irrelevant 
semantic objects. For example, emerging technology indirectly connects artificial intelligence and Stem 
cell research, which are subcategories of emerging technology.  To eliminate nonacademic or irrelevant 
semantic objects, a WordNet-based branching-cutting algorithm is performed.  
   While searching the superior semantic objects of a semantic object e, the following steps are performed: 
1. find the superior semantic objects of e in Wikipedia,   
2. if the number of the superior semantic objects is greater than numberSuper, calculate the average seman-
tic relatedness between each superior semantic object and the semantic objects in Cstart, the semantic 
relatedness measure [43] is provided by WordNet::Similarity (http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net/), 
3. the superior semantic objects with the first numberSuper average semantic relatedness are reserved. 
 
 
 
Appendix F. Terms extracting model and Filtering function 
 
For the texts in an answer range, the terms (key terms) are obtained by NLP tool [34], and there are 3 auxiliary 
ways to get the terms according to text sources: 1) given by the author, e.g., keywords of paper, 2) tagged by 
reader, e.g., tags of webpage, 3) assigned by third parties, e.g., IEEE online library or ACM online library. 
The filtering function first identifies the type of question and then filters answer range. Each sentence within 
an answer range is assigned a type set which records the types of the appeared semantic objects in the sentence. 
For example, for a sentence “The field of AI research was born at a workshop at Dartmouth College in 1956.” 
(from the Wikipedia page on AI), its type set is {location, time}. So the sentence can answer some time questions 
and location questions. The type set of a sentence does not include object description, target object, reason and 
process because filtering function can hardly help answer the 4 types of question. So filtering function does not 
occur when a question belongs to the 4 types. In the experimental QA system, filtering function is implemented 
with the Named Entity Recognition and certain categories (time, location, etc.) in Wikipedia. 
 
